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TODAY:
Partly
sunny.
High: 30s.
Low: 20s .
.SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 40s. Low: 20s.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: 40s.

.T HE MURRAY STATE
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Source: National Weather Service

The Student Newspaper of Murray State University

News
After nearly a semeste r, Hester residents have moved in
for the first time since the .
fatal September fire. However, some residents have
decided to stay away.

Suspects free of felony charges
•Arson: The seven
suspects charged in
connection with the Hester
fire were cleared of all
felony charges Monday.
BY

C.O.

BRADLEY

STAFF W RITER

Seepage 2

OpEc/
Jason
Pumphrey,
senior from
._.,.. ...__ Carr:ni. Ill., discusses t he true
.meaning of
team loyalty, through good
times and bad.

St>e pap,e

5

CollegeL!fe
Those who thought hemp
jewelry could only be bought
in places like Paducah and
Nashville are in luck. The
Spider Trap, a new store in
Murray, specializes in hemp
accessories and other hard
to find items.

AIJ seven people celebrated
their newly refound freedom
Monday, they awaited an apology that does not seem forthcoming, while the mother who
lost her son felt disappointment but remained hopeful.
All felony charges in relation
to the Sept. 18 Hester College
fire were dismissed Monday.
Of the seven charged, Fred
McGrath, Michael
McDonough, Melissa Mounce, John
"J.J." H aney, Brian Levine,
Jeremy Baker and Lana
P helps, only McGrath, Haney,
Levine and Baker face any
rem aining charges. They are
charged with falsely reporting

-concert: Tickets are still
available
following
Wednesday's lottery
distribution for the Dave
Matthews acoustic tow~.
STAff WRITER

The point guard position,
once thought to be a
question mark for the
Murray State men's
basketball team, has been
filled impressively by Aubrey
Reese, junior from Auburn,
Ala.

See page

J0

TheNews Online

Many Murray State students
faced the luck of the draw
Wednesday morning in the
Curris Center during the Dave
Matthews and Tim Reynolds
acoustic tour ticket lottery.
Beginning at 8:30 a.m.. students who were congregated in
the lobby outside of the Student Government Association

office received a lottery nu mber . All 235 of them waited in
the Curris Center Game Room
until Kovin Lowe, concert chair
for the Campus Activities
Board, drew a number randomly.
The number drawn was 18.
Colleen Heineman, freshman
from Louisville, held the lucky
lottery number and bou ght the
limit of four reserved tickets for
the concert, which will be Feb.
20 in Lovett Auditorium.
"I thought that for sure I
would be in the back," she said.
"I was just pretty l tlcky."
Heineman has previously

•RSEC: Accessibility of the
facility for students is possible,
but is subject to change as the
demands for the building differ
from month to month.
\sSISTANT SPORT~ EOITOR

Other than the Racer basketball
teams, not many students have had
an opportunity to fully experience
th e athletic opportunities provided
by the Regional Special Events Center, but plans are being made to
remedy that situation.
The operating stan· of RSEC, along
with the athletic department, have
been working 5incc the end of last
semester to construct a schedule
Police Beat. .............see page 3 which would allow those intc·rested
in using the facilities to do so.
Lette rs.....................see page 4
Several students raised questions
College Views........ see page <4 last semester as to when students
OpEd........................see page 5 and the general pub! ic would be able
Calendar...................see page E to use facilities on the second level of
Classifieds.........._.see page I I the arena, which include an indoor
track and basketball, volleybull nnd
tennis courtJ>.
Shelley Todd, manager of RSEC,
recently set hours for students and
News.................. 762-41468 the general public to use the track.
"We have set hours fur walking
College Life....... 762-41480
lnd running on the track for nonSports.............: ..762-4481 event days," she said. ''Thtl:><' hours
Editor-in-Chief.. 762-68n !lre from 7:15 a .ril. to 2 p.m This will
Advertising.......7 62-44 78 {ive time for the basketball tf!am:" to
Fax••••••••.•••••••••••• 762-3175 set up for their pr~ctices . which arc
Online:www.thenews.org scheduled to start at 2:30 p.m.
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not put his life back togeth er
following this ordeal. Michael
Minger,
sophomore
from
Niceville, Fla .• was kilJcd in
the fire. His mother, Gail, said
she was frustrated by the
results of the inve:>tigation.
"I was disappointed in the
developments, but we arc only
interested in the person or persons who are actually responsible," she said.
Ward, who refused to return
phone calls, is not planning to
offer apologies to those
charged, it was reported by
several media outlets earlier
this week.
"The justice system worked,
and these were not innocent
people," Ward told "The Paducah Sun" Monday. "Four were
committing a crime, and the
other three knew about it. It
had p roceeded the way it
should have, and now I've done
the right thing by dismissing
some of the charges."

Plea.'IC .see TICKETS/12

I aura Deatorv'The News

Kevin Lowe. concert coordinator for Camp us Activities Boa rd, d escribes t he lottery system pro ce ss
used to distribute tickets to the Dave Matthews aco ustic campus tour coming to Murray State In
late Fe bruary.

Priorities change with season

BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY'

The Y2K bug is affecting the
world and Murray State.
Check The News Online to
see how MSU is coping and
links to sites to help fix the
problem.

the media. From the begin- which for some seems, on the
ning, he tried to convince peo- surface, to be easier than for
ple that these seven young peo- others.
ple would turn on each other
"I'm going to go back to
and at no point were t h ey where I was before this a ll hapgoing to do t hat because there pened," Phelps said. ".I'd like tO
was nothing to turn on. There try to go back to school. I want
is nothing in any way, shape or to go back to Murray State."
form that he's had evidence of
"I want to get t h ings back to
anything. It's been a big witch normal," Haney said, adding
that he wanted to return to
hunt."
"I h a d never really been in Murray State as well.
trouble before," Mounce said.
"Before all this happened, I
"It was hell. I just hope maybe h ad a real good job, a car and a
next time he does his job a lit- pl ace to live, and now I've lost
my car, lost my job and lost my
tle harder and a little better."
The decision by the state to house," Mounce said, her eyes
pursue the false reporting damp. "Now I'm having to start
ch arges was also criticized.
all over."
"It was juvenile of us, but
Mounce also lost her fiance,
who h asn't done that?" Haney McDonough, whom she had
asked. "That's just college kids been with in Murray the night
playing around on the phone. of the fire. Now she just wants
That's something done daily. I to move on.
don't see wher e that can
"I'm glad it's done," s he said.
stand."
"I'm glad the truth finally
All seven now face putting came out."
their lives back together,
There is one person wh o can-

Students vie
for coveted
concert tickets
BY KRISTIN HILL

Sports

a fir e for allegedly making
prank calls the n igh t before the
fire. T he charge, a Class A misdemeanor, will be dealt with in
district court.
A few of the former defendants seemed content to let
bygones be bygon es.
"I think it was just a b ig
mess up," McDonough said. "It
was a big misunderstanding.
They were just doing their job."
"(Common wealth Attorney
Mik e Ward) made a mistake,"
Phelps said. "' harbor som e
hard feelings, but it is not his
fault."
"Who do you point fingers
at?" Haney ask ed. "Who do you
blame? We got bla m ed for
something we didn't do."
While some r efused to attack
Ward, others did so with vigor .
"I am very disappointed with
the way Mike Ward has h andled this," Mike Levin e, Brian's fath er, said. "He misled
the grand j ury, the public and

"Event days will include MSU basketball ga mes, concerts, high school
tournaments or any oth er special
events that will occur at RSEC,"' she
added.
Todd also said these hours ·will
change as soon as basketball season
ends,
"These public walking/running
hours will be extended as soon as
the last basketball game is finished
at RSEC," Todd said. "They will be
extended later into t he afternoon for
convenience."
Todd said this does not include
recreational activities, such as basketball.
"}<'or activities invoh·ing a ball, we
will not be able to accommodate that
until the sports curtains, which will
cover the main court to prevent halls
falling to the bottom, come in. which
would be in late March." she said.
Athletic Director E .W. Dennison
said the process of scheduling for
different athletic teams to use
RSEC would start after basketball
season i:; O\'er.
"We recently had a staff meeting
·with all the different. coaches to
determine when they wanted to u:;c
the facilities for practices,·• Dennison said . "We determined the track,
tennb , volleyball and baseball
teams all desired to start practicing
in RSEC. but th<.'Y wanted to do it in
the afternoon. when we're cu rn·ntly
holding basketball practices. Bas kctl)all has the rights to the court
hccau;O;c their sport is in the middle

of their season, unlike the other
teams.
"Once basketball season is over,
we v.i11 work with the RSEC s t.aff to
schedule times for all the different
teams wanting t.o hold RSEC practices," Dennison said . ''We're trying
to accommodate everyone and be
everything for everybody, but common sense says that is impossible."
Dennison snid t<'ams will be
accommodated depending on which
is in season.
"If the football team and track
team are wanting to use Roy Stewnrt. Stadium nt the same tim<l in the
spring, then the truck team would
have priority over the football team
because track ts in season,'' Dennison said.
Dennison add<·d thaL not owning
the RSEC presents n problem.
..We don't own the RSEC, we're
only tenants," De nnison said. •·w e
have to work around their; ~chcdule
and capabilities. Thut has hl:cn the
mnjor problem so 1:1r. To practice
volleyball, tennis or ba seba ll on the
upper fl oor, the bleachers mu st be
moved in , which LDkes ov(:r two ond
u htllf h()urs with a f~ll ;;talf. This
mnkcs it impossible LO hold thClsc
types of practices during basketball
s Nlson when we have games bta rttng around 5 p.m. most gumc nights .
Then' are only so many hours in u
day. We do owrt Httcer Are na, how·
eve r. and all the teams arC' wek onw
tc1 practicl• in there during ba!'iketball season."

RSEC fails
to comply
with ADA
•Re gulations: The state-funded
facility opened after concerns about
ADA regulation compliances were
named in assessment of the facility.
BY C HRISTINE H ALL
Ntw~

EuuoR

'

The Regional Special Events Center
fails to meet guidelines of the Amcdcnns
With Disabilities Act, accfmling ton study
conducted by the Center for Acl:cssiblc
Living.
Under Title Ill of the ADA. "Public
accommodation s mu st pro\'tde goods and
services Lf1 pcopln w1th di sabilities on an
l!quul basis wiLh the res t of the general
public."
Crystal Ford, from the Center for Acces sible Living, s aid after HSEC wa::, buill in
(:nrly May, thl: group nssessed th(: condi tion of the building nnd noted several
pmblems.
"We tried to bring it to the attention of
the Unive rsity," s he said . "They complctl~
ly ignored us and went uhcad with the
. opening and dedication ."
At least one pe rcent of f;cating in the
Pll":I...C ~t."C.' RSEC/12

_,..,

Ne-ws

2
NewsBrief<;
State schools to
present seminar
An information session
o n how to keep schools
safe will be held as part of
Conventions on Excellence in Education I999.
Various experts on education and school safety will
share their advice and suggestions for improving
safety In the schools.
The session will be held
from I to 4 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater on
Thursday. For more information phone 762-32 I 7.

Testing information
session to be held
The
Commonwealth
Accountability and Testing
System will ho ld an information session o n Kentucky's new approach to
student testing and educat ion accountability o n
Thursday at 9;30 a.m.
Cindy Owen of the Kentucky Department of Education will be the guest
speaker. The session will
take place in the Curris
Center Theater from 9:30
tQ I I :30 a.m. Registration
is required. Phone 762- .
3217
for more informa..
tion.

.

LBL announces
e agle viewing trips
Bald eagle viewing trips
.and boat cruises will be
offered t his winter at
~TVA's Land Between the
Lakes National Recreation
Area.
: The trips are led by LBL
interpreters who take visitors to wildlife viewing
spots at the 170,000-acre
recreation area to see bald
eagles and waterfowl, as
well as deer, turkey and
osprey.
Boat t rips meet and
. depart from Kenlake State
"Park Marina. Visitors are
advised to dress appropriately fo r the weather and
bring binoculars and field
! guides.
For more information on
LBL's eagle viewing, phone
924-2020 o r visit the LBL
website at www.lbl.org.

.

: Training for Great
; Books Foundation
: to be held
The Great Books Foundation Basic Leader Train•
: ing Course will be offered
: at Murray State on Feb. 8
• from 9 am. to 3 p.m. in the
Regents Room of Wells
Hall and Feb. 9 from 9 a m.
.. to 3 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ohio Room.
The training course
" encourages students to
:· use interpretive reading,
~·.. writing and discussion
: skills when reading literature.
The basic training course
is $99 per person and if
registered by Jan. 22,
• attendants will receive free
Junior Great Books trainIng material. To register
for the course phone 1800-222-5870 or contact
at 762-2539.
~

.

• BriefS compiled by Heather
·-Martin, staff writer.
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Hester residents return following break·:
in some floors," Hulick said.
"We had to replace the mattresses of the fifth floor rooms
and get some new desk chairs."
Housing h as acquired new
furniture for the lounges that
BY VENIA ZABA
will be delivered later this
STAff WRIT£1
month, Hulick said.
The fourth floor of Hester
Forty percent of Hester resi- College is still closed.
dents from · the fall semester
"There is some major work
returned this s pring to the resthat needs to be done," Hulick
idential college. This semester
said, "but the building has to be
Hester College has 117 resiempty for a long period of time
dents, compared to the 294 it
had last semester before the before any work can be done."
Michael Nacke, a freshman
September fire.
from
Louisville, returned to
Paula Hulick, director of
Hester
this semester after movHousing a nd residence life,
ing
into
Fr anklin College folsaid many students decided to
lowing
the
fire.
stay off-campus for the rest of
Nacke moved back to Hester
the academic year , or stay in
the residential colleges where because,"the rooms are nicer
they moved after Hester was than in Franklin.•
Sara Poston, a senior from
closed.
Bur
lington, also returned to
Some changes have been
Hester
this spring because she
made in the college.
has
a
scholarship
that covers
"It has a new coat of painting
room
and
board.
Poston,
who
in the halls and also in some
rooms, as well as new carpeting moved off-campus after the

•Hester: After a long
semester;
Hester residents were allowed to move
back into their old rooms.

RCA

~till

Ryan Brooks/ The News

After the renovation of the building, the lobby in Hester College
has pined a fresh coat of paJnt and new furniture.

fire, is happy to be back in Hester.
"I like being in the residential
college better," she said.
Poston said there are some
ch anges in the college.
"There are security guards on
every floor at night, and they
have new smoke detectors and

fire alarms," Poston said.
Both Nacke and Poston said
the building was more empty
now.
"There are a lot of people on
my floor who have private
rooms," Poston said.
Housing granted many private rooms for this .s emester,

and there are also empty rooms
in the building.
"There are about six empty
rooms on the second floor,"
Nacke said.
Hulick said they decided to
keep all the floors open, instead
of putting all the students in
fewer floors, so that Hester College residents feel more comfortable living in the floors they
want to and keep that sense of
community they bad before the
fire.
"We have to be sensitive to
the needs of the stud~nts,"
Hulick said.
Nacke said he noticed more
security when coming in and
out of Hester College. "They
check your ID every time you
come in," Nacke said "They are
just being really careful about
who comes in and out of the
building."
Hulick said the University
hopes to have the fourth floor
open by the beginning of the
fall semester.

goes strong after Clark secession.

Holcomb also said everybody gets an other college heads help with keeping
•Residential Colleges: Faculty drawn from t he residential college system
altogether.
equal
shot in the residential college sys- up with the residential college system.
heads explain the difference
Cella
said
t
here
is
a
difference
tem.
"I meet with the college heads once a
between the R CA and the R CC.
BY GREG STARK
STAFF WRITER

Even with the withdrawal of Clark
College from the Residential College
Association, residential college facu lty
heads believe the residential college
system has kept consistent, or has even
gotten better.
"I think (the activity of residential colleges) has increased," Hester College
Faculty Head Ron Cella said . "We are
getting people from off-campus to participate. I see no slacking off of. the
• activities. I know people continue to
have intense intramural competition."
RCA president Tom Holcomb concurs.
"I think we are still going strong," he
said . "I think we're still going to voice
the opinions the other students need."
Cella said a popular misconception
may be people think Clark has with-

between the RCA and the Residential
College Council. He said it is similar to
organizations like the Student Government Association.
"In some respects, it is comparable to
SGA because it has grown out of the residence halls association," he said. "In
many ways, it deals with the students
living on campus."
Holcomb said the RCA was more of an
overseeing governing body than the
ROC.
"The difference between RCA and
ROC is that RCC is made up of members of each college," he .s aid. "Tl}e RCA
is a council t hat oversees everything."
Holcomb said the residential college
system was good for everybody, except
that it might need some restructuring.
"I think they need to do a little bit of
restructuring to fit everyone's needs,"
he said. "Aside from that, I don't see any
problems. I think things need to grow so
we can get mor e done on this campus."

"The residential college system is good week," he said. "I know that in talking
because each college gets a vote," he with other college heads that we are on
said. "When Dr. (Don) Robertson has to track. Each college has developed its
vote on something, he comes to RCA own personality."
and asks our opinion about the vote."
Broughton said he sees many advanHolcomb said the residential college
tages with t he residential college syssystem has a close-knit feel.
"Each college is a family," he said. tem.
"The advantage I see is that there is
"When you grow and mature through
more
social contact with students," he
college, the family is with you. It's
another way for students to get involved said. "There are more opportunities for
with campus for those who don't nor- students. Students are having more
mally get involved."
contact with faculty at the University
Hart College Faculty Head Corky level."
Broughton said the residential college
Broughton said a m~or component of
system is right- on track.
student ~velvement ia.wit~Yintramurai
.;)1'here's no doubt in my mind that it sports'.
~
has accomplished the goals involved,"
"Students
have
more
involvement
in
he said. "We are trying to get the comthe
intramural
and
sports
involvement
muters involved more. I think Rhodes
scholars and other programs at the Uni· because that wasn't offered as much
versity have helped the numbers of before," he said. "Students can get
involved in the Greek and the residen!
retention."
Broughton said weekly meetings with tial college system."
•

Y2K bug causing problems worldwide, at MSU:
.

•Y2K: The Y2K bug may be a year

off, but preparations are being
made by Murray State to insure it
won't be a problem.
BY DONALD LAWSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Since the breakthrough of personal
computing in the late '70s and early
'80s, computers have been a huge part
of people's lives. But with that dependence comes a problem that may have
crippling effects worldwide.
The problem is simply known as thq
Year 2000 (Y2K) bug. Early programmers, in an effort to save space, used
only two digits to identify a year (e.g.
1998 = 98). The problem occurs when
the year reaches 2000. Computer s may
read the year as 00 or interpret the year
as 1900.
The bug will have the biggest affect on
programs and computers that depend
on the correct date to operate properly
such as bank and accounting software
and computers. Problems that could
arise are computers getting the date of a
payment wrong to totally loosing
account records. Nobody really knows
for sure what problems will surface.·
There have been several reports of
people stocking supplies and rations for
the coming year because of a fear that
economies might collapse and planes
may fall out of the sky, but many
experts feel this is an alarmist's perception and steps are being taken to steer
the public away from that irrationality.
Murray State is j ust one of the many
schools, businesses and organizations
having to deal with the problem. Several University departments have been
working on tackling this issue on a case
by case basis. Late last year, a committee was formed to help those departments coordinate their efforts to find
the best sohition for the pr oblem. David
Blackburn is chairman of the Y2K committee for Murray State. Blackburn

Brian

said that many departments have spent
funds to get their computers ready for
2000.
"Information systems has taken a
lead by upgrading the mainframe hardware and in upgrading the mainframe
software," Blackburn said. "In order to
coordinate the various departmental
efforts and to find out where the University was, this committee was
formed."
The committee, which is made up of
representatives from various academic
and administrative departments, will
evaluate the University's efforts so far
and determine what needs to be done to
fuc the problem.
"The committee has met several times
and has agreed on an overall plan using
information that is available from a lot
of different sources,n Blackburn said.

Howell/ The News

"There is a lot of information out there.
"We've developed a five -step approach
to tackling the problem," he said. "The
first step in that approach is to do an
inventory or an assessment of where the
University is right now. With that in
mind, there was a communication that
the committee drafted and the vice president sent out early this week asking
departments to report on their compliant status."
Departments that deal heavily in
informational materials, such as information systems, were asked to give nar·
rative reports on their progress. The
committee will receive all of these
assessments and evaluate the situation
from there. The committee decided utilities is the most important area to
maintain in the operation of the University.

Campus representatives have been in
contact with various utility companies
to assure they will be Y2K compliant.
Utilities are an important part of operation but Biackbum said that there are
other critical mission areas that are
being looked at.
Blackburn is unsure the amount of'
time it will take to fix the problem, but
in fucing the problem, there are different parts of a computer that may be at
the root of it all.
The problem in most computers is
mainly within the software. Donald
Olsen, chief information officer for
information systems, said that most
Pentium-based computers will not be
affected by the bug. The main problem
lies in older mainframe computen; such
as those used by Murray State.
Olsen said the University mainframe
was upgraded in June 1997. Also, soft·
ware upgrades have since been made to
the system.
Although software is the main concern, Olsen said there is also the issue
of computers with embedded processors
and whether or not they are Y2K compliant.
With the year 2000 approaching,
some people are dreading the upcoming
year. But dread may turn to relief for
many if problems are fuced before it is
too late.
There are a number of sites on the
World Wide Web devoted to the Y2K
bug that have information on the problem as well as ways to fix problems in
some computers. It is also a good idea to
check the site of your computer's manufacturer for information on a specific
model.
Murray State has posted a site dealing with the Y2K bug. The address is
campus.murraystate.edu/administly2kl
default.htm. For more information and
links to sites about Y2K, check out "The
Murray State News; Online". at
www.thenews.org.

New-s
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Weekend program benefits children
for these programs will be provided. Classes will last from
9:30 a .m.to noon.
The cost of the program is
$75. If a child has attended the

Language, Designing at t he
Keyboard, Homely Habitats,
which
involves studying aniMurray State is sponsoring
mals and their homes, and Get
Super Saturdays, programs
Up and Shake It , an exercise
and special courses designed
for gifted and talented youth in Super Saturdays program and gymnastic course. The probefore, the cost is $60. Also, if grams for the fourth and fifth
the area. Coordinated by the
there is more than one child grade levels include Calder's
Conferences and Wor kshops from the same family attend- World of Sculpt41"8, Microworld
Office, Super Saturdays are ing, the cost of the first child is Multimedia Lab, Mysteries of
designed for students in grades $75 and each additional child is History and This is Rocket Scione through five.
ence.
$60.
Super Saturdays will be held
Murray State is also coordiThe programs for the Primaon March 6, 13, 20 and 27 on ry 1 and 2 levels include Math nating programs for parents.
campus. Local teachers, Mur· Mania, Let's Dance and These programs will be held on
ray State faculty and students Impressive Impressionists. The the same Saturdays at 11 a .m.
will teach the Super Saturday programs for the Primary 3 and in Freed Curd Auditorium
courses and programs. AU of 4 levels are Urban Architec- located in· the Industry an d
the supplies that will be needed ture, Let's Speak Spanish, Sign Technology Building.
STAFF REPORT

...

PoliceBea t
Jan. 11 , 1999

On March 6, the program is
the Rights of Gifted Kids, on
March 13, the program is
Social and Emotional Needs of.
the Gifted and on March 20,
the program is Twice Exceptional-Gifted!LD. On March 27,
there will be an open house in
the classrooms that will allow
the parents to observe the programs and the children.
If there are any questions
about registration or if you
would like to receive a free
brochure contact John Griffin,
site coordinator, at 762-3662. If
there are any questions about
the courses, contact Joy Naven
at 762-2539.

4:41 p.m. Jennifer Polo reported the theft of a book from her vehicle while'·
·

'='

parked in the Curris Center parking lot.

6:24 p.m. There was a report of screams in a parking lot across from "
Pogue Library. A woman and her 12-year-old daughter were in a con-

.•

frontation. The daughter went home with the mother.

11 :39 p.m. There was a noise complaint in the 300 block of College •
Courts for loud music.

Jan. 12, 1999
4:51 p.m. There was a complaint of kids on bicycles in the Hart College
area who almost hit pedestrians.

.

4:55 p.m. There was a request tor an ambulance at the Regional Special ,
'
Events Center for a person experiencing chest pain. The person was •
transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital and kept for observation.:·

5:55 p.m. There was a complaint on some juvenile boys near the Curris' •

..

Center who were harassing some girls. The juveniles were picked up by
an aunt.

·~

Lyon County votes 'no' to alcohol

Jan. 13, 1999
11:22 a.m. Marl< Albertini reported the theft of a spare tire cover

Polls were taken in the Ken•Alcohol: For the second allowed restaurants within the hard t o make th eir views
area
to
serve
alcoknown.
tucky
Lake area before the refLyon
County
time since 1956, Lyon
Jim
Suitor,
Lyon
County
reserendum
went on the ballot.
County voted «no" to the hol.
County officials said 1,938 ident and head of Citizens for The majority of those who
sale of alcohol.
BY BETSY GREER
CONTRI BUTING WRITfa

A vote of "no" was accepted
Tuesday in Lyon County on the
issue of whether the county
should allow alcohol sales. The
referendum
would
have

votes were cast against the referendum while 1,459 were for
it.
This is the second time the
'
county has voted on the wet/dry
issue. The first vote took pl~ce
in 1956.
Coalitions both for and
against the referendum worked

beauty rims from his Bronco while parked in Stewart Stadium.

"'

1:57 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Faculty Hall for a student wh() .
passed out. Student Health Services assisted the student who was later .

Progress, a group encouraging responded to the poll said they
the referendum to be passed, wanted to have access to alcosaid, •Jt was mostly an econom- hol at restaurants. Respondents felt the tourism in the
ic development .issue."
The coalition of Citizens for a area was declining because of
Better Way, headed by Lyon the lack of its availability.
County minister J.D. Shipp,
The construction of a convention
center was planned had
opposed the referendum. Shipp
the county voted to go wet.
was unavailable for comment.

''.L owest Rates In Town''

an~ .

taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

.
t

Racer Escorts - 11

Motorist Asalsta • 2
-~

Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Christine Ha11.._

1

news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.
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Paekage
~-limited tanning and
of Australian Gold
......_ng Accelerator.

Ford Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

only

Requirements
At least 2 t years of age, valid drivers license.

s 75.00

r
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MOVIE SPECIAL

"Major credit cards"
£ocal Pickup avallal»le

Parker 'ord Lincoln-Mercury
Main st.
Downtown Murray
753 - 5:&73 Ask for wade
70t

Sunday • Wednesday

~oVies or ~'s )

C)

s 6.95

-~"

two-day rentals

Considering Abortion?

'•

* * We also carry a wide selection of DVD,
Playstation and Nintendo 64 rentals.

Get the resources you need to make
an informed decision.
• Free pregnancy tests
• Information about your choices
• Post-abortion support group
• Information about sexuality and STDs

LifeHouse
753-0700

759•49~4

.,

1506 Chestnut Street
lifehous@apex.net
www. waaj. org/lifehouse

shape .••
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Since charges against

the arson suspects have been
dropped, do you feel afraid

Januar-y I 5, 1999

Someone must assume responsibility

College ~-1ezD.'·;

Q•
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Name: Allyson
Hall

Major:
Elementary
Education
"(ear: Junior

Hometown:
Paducah

"No. I don't live on campus.
'My views may be different if I
did live on campus."

Until a new suspect is named in
connection with the Hester fire,
people will crave someone to blame,
Issue:
but of yet no one has offered any
No one has accepted responsibility
recognition of fault.
for the student death, the fire or
The statement issued by the Uniany related damages.
versity immediately after the fire
simply stated the investigation was in Position:
the hands of the state police, there- Although one person, the arsonist,
fore washing the University's hands can be blamed for the fire, others
need to recognize their mistakes,
of the incident.
When the University was accused and stop shifting the blame.
of neglecting students' safety by not made clear sprinklers were not
installing sprinkler systems, it was required, and the fire was a direct

Our V'"fez u

result of criminal infiltration into the
residence hall.
Finally, when security within the
dorms was questioned, it was made
clear that security was in place, but
any security cannot protect al[ students from such malicious acts.
From the beginning of this tragic
ordeal, the University has not taken
any responsibility for the death of
one student, and the disruption of
the lives of hundreds of students.
Legally, that is probably the best
strategy. Isn't admitting guilt bad?

But. is apologizing to the families and
friends also bad ?
Efforts have been made since to
rectify the security and the sprinklers, but no one has come forth
with an apology.
It is not the fault of the state police
that they gained the evidence which
eventually led to the indictment of
the seven suspects. The prosecuting
attorney, Mike Ward. also is not to
blame for doing his job. He also professes he did nothing out of the ordinary.

My

Howthe arson investigation is ~ing ...

.
Name: Amanda

Viezv

Crook

Major: Animal
, Science
· Year: Sophomore

jENNIFER
5ACHARNOSKI

Hometown:
Robards

Housing
denies
media

"I' m happy
because all of them are my
friends. I hope they have the
right person this time."

e

Name: Steven
Newman

"'Major: History
Year: Sophomore
Ho"'!etown:
Greenville

..No. I don't
know enough
about the situation to judge
them."

Name: John R.
·~ Wade

Major: Political
' Science
Year: Senior
I •

Hometown:
Murray

· .. 1 don't live on
campus and I wasn't afraid of
' them before, but I will not live
on campus again."

Glore

Major: Public
Relations

Year: Senior
Hometown: St.
Charles, Mo.

· "No. I think
· • whoever did it will not
attempt to try it again."

..

Heather Martin/Staff
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no help for RSEC

Despite the architectural planning
and intricate designs, the Regional
Special Events Center managed to fall
Issue:
shRrt of its expectations.
RSEC fails
to-comply with the
r
Th!! Center for· Acces,$ibh!"rttving
Americans With Disabilities Act.
assessed the conditions present at
RSEC. Although its consultation point- Position:
ed out areas of need, the "powers that This unprofessional completion of
be.. ignored the organization's sugges- the building places doubt in the
facility's purpose.
tions and opened the building.
The now operational building fails to
service the handicapped with its obvi- and user-friendly restroom facilities.
Professional architects should not
ous lack of both wheelchair seating

Our Vieto

only be acquainted w ith such regulations, but are wise enough to comply
with such rules.
The system's downfall of the "lowest
bidder" compromised the overall
quality of the building thought to be
all-purpose.
We must now question the morale
of our legislators who would spend
millions of dollars on a building,
knowingly not in compliance with regulations, designed to benefit those in
Kentucky who elected them to office.

Your~'ietiJs
Drug manufacturers demanding the product from Pro-lifers remind
their doctors (which is very students of options
lose sight of patients

Name: Susan

. ..

Forewarn~ng
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To the Editor:
Somewhere along t~e lines
of civilization , we've failed
horribly. Medicine, originally
intended to help cure sickness and ease suffering, is
now only intended to make
money. Phannaceutical companies make billions of dollars on overpriced drugs, all
off the desperation of dying
people. The sad thing is that
they're getting away with it.
How did this all come
about? After World War II,
many companies assigned
blanket insurance coverage.
Since more people were covered, the roof was raised on
medical costs, ens uring that
pharmaceutical and other
medical companies could
charge whatever they wanted.
There's only one thing separating pharmaceutical companies from drug i:lealers:
drug dealers' clients aren't
helpless.
P harmaceutical
compan ies prey upon the
most desperate of huma nity,
people who need t heir
obscenely priced products to
live. If that weren't bad
enough, now insurance companies arc joining in the
game. Insurance companies
are paid to ignore coverage
for generic products, herbal
medicines and alterna tive
treatments.
Where does all this money
go? It doesn't go to helping
the sick. dying patients. Hundreds of millions are spent on
television advertisements,
meant to get people to selfprescribe themHclves into

sometimes even harder than
making a ch oice for yourself.
dangerous, by the way). Much To the Editor:
No one should have to make
of the rest is spent lining the
After a five-year decline, it t hese decisions in a vacuum.
pockets of pharmaceutical seems the number of abor- No one should have to make
t ompany executives.
tions performed each year is these choices alone.
As str ong as my challenge
What 's the bottom line? on the rise again, according to
Unless something is done the Centers for Disease Con- is to t he parents of the
soon, drug prices will contin- trol and Prevention in unborn, I make a similar
ue to soar until most people Atlanta. Southern Baptists as challenge to those who are
wiJI be unable to receive prop· a convention and Kent ucky vocally pro-life. If we believe
er medical care. It's time that Ba ptist Homes for Children every child is important, we
everyone s hould demand bet- as an agency are una pologetic must be ready to stand in the
ter, more affordable, medical in our pro-life stand. But gap for those children when
care. It's a terrible country we instead of trying t o erase their own parents and carelive in where people die need- abortion on dem and, we takers falter. We must conlessly when medical treat- would r ather go after the sider becoming fo::;te r par ment is available, but is demand itself To do that, ents. We must consider
neglected because prices are women facing unplanned adopting special needs chiltoo steep. It can be different, pregna ncies need to know dren, those who stay on our
if we demand change.
there are resources avail able roles month after month, year
after year, waiting for a famiother th an abortion .
Joseph M. Pence
In the last few years, coun· ly.
In 1999, KBHC begins its
Cadiz
selors with our pregnancy
year of a special needs
second
counseling and adoption pro·
adoption
program. We strive
Women's rugby leaves gram here in Louisville and
to
equip
parents to care for
positive impressions in Eastern Kentucky, have older children,
those in sibhelped more bir th parents
on opponents
ling
groups
of
three
or more,
prepare for the difficult task
To the Editor:
those
who
are
part
of
a racial
of raising a child rather than
I would just like the oppor- deciding to place their child minority, those with mental
tunity to talk about the girls with adoptive parents. While and physical challenges and
of Murray State Rugby. I am we strongly believe in adop- t hose emotionally scar red
a men's rugby player from the tion and have not set about to from abuse and neglect. lt is
University of Cent ral Florida discourage t hat, it seems tough work, but a job we feel
in Orlando, Fla. I got a more of our clients have called by God to tackle.
chance to meet these fine wanted to parent.
[ encourage everyone to tell
women at a tournament in
people help is out
young
Our s taff equips young parHuntsville, Ala. They were all ents for the challenges ahead. there. Search your hearts and
very friendly and were great That includes networking give thoughtful consideration
rugby players. Murray State with other community agen- to becoming a foster or adopshould be proud to have those cies, counseling and provid- tive family. Ke ntucky Bapt ist
women traveling around the mg education. Every birth Homes for Children is dedicountry as representatives of parent who makes this deci- cated to helping the children
MSU. They are a great bunch sion. or the decision to place a in need, but those who would
of girls and I look forward to child for adoption, is a hero in open their arms to that child.
seeing them again.
my book.
Doing the right thing is Barbara Lee, Di rector
never easy, and doing the KBHC Pregnancy Counseling
Mike Delli Carpini
right
thing for someone else is and Adoption
University of Central Florida

If you loved the movie "Conspiracy Theory" and you are
bored, go to the Housing Office
one day and ask to see any
records the office may have.
Then, say you are with any
media organization.
For some reason, the officials
at Housing seem to be grossly
paranoid.
Many would think they have
been so scared by the Hester
incident the~ are...friifttened
they may admit something
which would incriminate them
in some way, but according to
Univers ity Presi dent Kern
Alexander, the dorms have met
all safety requirements. Unless
the office group got together
over cocktails and decided to
blaze t he place, Housing has
nothing to worry about.
I n my most recent incident
with Hous ing, I called the
dir ector of Housi ng, P aula
Hulick. I requested permission
to send a photographer inside
to photo the minor renovations
since the fire. The request was
merely a gesture of goodwill. I
thought it wouldn't be a problem. I was told no media are
allowed to go anywhere except
the lobby. Funny, because a
local news station managed to
s neak a camera crew up a few
floors to inter view some of the
residents moving in.
The photo editor t hen called
back asking for an explanation.
When questioned, Hulick said
there had always been a policy
against allowing the media in
donn rooms. Last year he did a
photo spread on dorm room
decoration.
Next, he requested to see a
written policy. She declined.
I understand a need for tightened security, but we are not
printing any Pentagon Papers
here. (The Supreme Court did
allow those, by lhe way.) We
were taking pictures of people's
rooms with their consent.
This paranoia is not new.
When I was a freshman, my
first story was a Housing
update. My first contact was
Hulick. I called, then put the
phone down in ncar tea rs
because she gave me the fifth
degree by asking repeated
questions as to my intentions.
The media is a good thing. I
wholehearted ly believe journalists write stories with the
desire to be fair, accurate and
objective. How can we do that
when only one side will speak?
Commentaries, of course, are
purely subjective.

Jennifer Sachamoski is the
Editor-in-Chief of "The Murray
State News."
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Hitman Hart film entertains viewers
For those who have wanted
to know what the life of a professional wrestler is really like,
a documentary by Paul Jay of
High Road Productions throws
open the doors once shut to the
outside world.
"Hitman Hart: Wrestling
With Shadows" shows an
unprecedented view behind the
smoke and mirrors of the world
of pro~ssional wrestling.
After the opening comments
from Hart and World Wrestling
Federation owner Vince McMahon, the movie travels back in
time over one year to the Calgarj Stampede WWF pay-perview, held in Hart's hometown
of Calgary, Alberta. Canada.
Hart introduces the audience
to the stars of the WWF and
gives his personal opinions
about each of these people,
including his own stable, or
grqup, the Hart Foundation.
The movie gives the audience
the history of the Hart family,
often called "the flrst family of
pro wrestling," starting with
Stu Hart and continuing with
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his sons.
Viewers learn that Hart didn't want to become a pro
wrestler when growing up; he
originally wanted to go to film
school. When his dad needed
more wrestlers, Hart put his
film plans on the back burner
and the rest is history.
This documentary gives
viewers something they have
never seen or heard in pro
wrestling, which is an unbiased
view of what really goes on
backstage (unlike the scenes
promoters say are "backstage".)
One example of this . is when
Hart talks to Pat Patterson,
one of the top WWF bookers,
about what is going to happen

in the Calgary Stampede main
event, a lO-man tag team
match between the best American wrestlers and Bret's proCanadian Hart Foundation.
Hart and Patterson go over
how the match will work out,
while the video of the actual
match is shown. It is truly
amazing how much skill it really takes to perform these
matches with no practice.
The second half of the movie
shows the roller coaster ride of
Hart's last few months in the
WWF in 1997. McMahon asked
Hart to let him out of his 20year contract signed by both
parties less than a year ago,
because he supposedly couldn't
afford Hart anymore. It focuses
on how McMahon had Hart
drop his face, or good guy, routine to become a heel, or bad
guy. Hart made the complete
transition at Wrestle Mania 13,
becoming the leader of the antiAmerican, pro-Canadian group
of the WWF, the Hart Foundation.
The culmination of the events

wcw.

In Montreal, Hart wore a hidden mike to recor d his conver-

sation with McMahon during magazines throughout the U.S.
the show, when McMahon and Canada have given this
promised Bret he didn't have to film two thumbs way up. It was
lose the belt that night, but even the top story on "Enterhand over the belt the next tainment Tonight" two days
night with dignity and give a before it was shown on the
farewell address to the" WWF.
A&E cable network.
This was not to be the case,
My friends who have watched
however. In what came to be it say the fUm is very good and
known in wrestling history as the behind the scenes access is
the "screw job in Montreal," the high point of the film . You
Bret lost the match by submis- can trust me in saying that
sion when McMahon ordered most of my friends do not even
the officials to stop the match like Hart. In fact, I am often
when Bret had not given up, in made fun of because of my loyfull view of millions of fans alty to Hart.
around the world. The movie
To sum up the power of this
also shows viewers what hap- documentary, I believe Bret's
pened after the match, with last statement says it all.
Hart's wife at the time ques"They may have destroyed
tioning the other wrestler's this Hitman character, but
innocence and Hart's reaction Bret Hart is just fine and is
after punching McMahon in the enjoying his new life in front of
face.
him. I believe that the old HitThis film is very entertaining man character went down still
and bas gotten great reviews believing in what was right and
by every person who has never losing his integrity."
r eviewed it. From "The Los
Angeles Times" to "The Wall
Jason Billingsley is the assisStreet Journal" to "Entertain- tant sports editor for "The &.
ment Weekly: newspapers and Murray State News.•
•
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Millennium
provides new
perspectives

in the second half of the film
take place in November of 1997
at the Survivor Series pay-perview in Montreal, Canada.
Hart and Shawn Micheals, who
have a bad blood rivalry, were
fighting in the championship
match that night.
Bret had already signed a
contract with the other major
wrestling organization, World
Championship Wrestling, to
wrestle for it. Even though the
WCW signing was supposed to
be kept quiet, it was leaked to
the Internet two weeks before
the pay-per-view.
Hart had been on a long crusade to speak out against the
direction of the WWF from
what Hart claims was family
entertainment to "smut TV,"
filled with too much sex and
profanity for children and
teenagers. McMahon disagreed, claiming this was how
the WWF was going to regain
the top TV rankings from

Journey renews
holiday spirit ~
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Denise HiggLns is the associate editor for · "The
Murray State News."
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With only 350 days to go until the millennium
ends, your reservations are, I'm sure, in order. I
have heard people making plans for Dec. 31,
1999, for the past three years. And now, we
watch with anticipation as the last few days
dwindle,
·
While some people are preparing for the party
season to come, others are preparing for a disastrous start to the new year. Some are preaching the end of the world. Others fear the Y2K
problem will cause missile launches which will
start World Warm. To those fearing the new
year, I suggest they live their lives according to
their personal best, but enjoy the last of the millennium. It's been one hell of a thousand years.
Within the past few years, I have witnessed a
number of historical events. Through the invention of television, I witnessed aerial combat in
the Persian Gulf. A sheep, and allegedly a
human cell, have been successfully cloned. People are now living in space, not just walking on
the moon. Parents can choose the sex of their
unborn child. And viewing the Senate trial of
Bill Clinton, our modern day leader, is definitely the cap stone event for the century.
Other things which I expected have not materialized yet. While in grade school. I remember
thinking we would be living on the moon in the
21st century. I wanted the DeLorean from "Back
to the Future 2" which flew and ran on recycled
trash. I thought roads were a thing of the past
and time travel would be a norm.
These exciting times have made me sit back
and reflect on life in general. In my opiruon,
New Year's Eve has never been filled with
excitement and anticipation. On one hand, each
passing year brings different experiences and
different friends. but meeting and maintaining
new friends easily takes the place of the maintenance of old friends. In the process, some
friendships cease A dying friendship seem to be
one tragedy which I wish could be avoided.
But the new millennium has brought new perspective to the passing of a new year. I get an
opportunity neither my children or my grandchildren will get to see. The concept about what
a new millennium offers excites me. Not only is
it a beginning. but it is also an end.
Personally, I will not begin to think about how
I will bring in the new year until December rolls
around. Although I may not know the specifics,
• I know I
be amongst the many others bringing in the new year, decade, century and millennium with much enthusiaRm and more socialization than ever before. And although I may
not remember the specifics of this fated night,
I'm sure bits and pieces of the night will return
to haunt me for the rest of my life.

•
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This holiday seasoXl..has drawn to a close. We have taken
down our decorations and packed them away.
Presents have been bought and opened. I have
definitely eaten my fill of Christmas treats. ••
This holiday season, I was very skeptical about
the holidays, believing that the meaning of
Christmas has become a cliche. I feel that it is no
longer about giving, but about receiving, or
maybe that was always the ..spirit" of the holiday. AB I watched the news over break, it
seemed that everyone had forgotten that this
was a time we set aside for "goodwill." It is funny
how wrong I was and how a small act of kindness changed my mind.
Every year my family takes a journey to Connecticut to see my grandparents. We had been
traveling for about 14 hours and, needless . to
say, we were all a little tired of sitting in the car.
AB we were driving, we came to a tollbooth. My
father was growing impatient because the lady
in front of us was taking forever. AB my dad got
ready to honk the hom, the lady left the tollbooth. AB we finally pulled up to the booth my
father started to pay but was told the lady had
paid our way through. I began to look for Oprah
and her chain of kindness. My father in turn
paid for the car behind us.
L
I would like to think this spirit of kindness •
continued, one car paying for the next. I know
this seems like such a small event, and in the
scheme of things, it doesn't really matter. B~t I
began to think if we aH did these simple things,
the world would be a better place. I would like:to
thank this lady for making my Christmas a little
lo
I
better.
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Kelly Reynolds is a senior therapeutic recreation
major from Louisville.
'

Be true to
Hello, footba11 fans. It's that time
of the year again, the time for the
NFL playoffs and the Super Bowl.
Along with the Super Bowl comes
a topic that really burns me up,
fair weather ~ailing. No, I'm not
wnting about sailing the Pacific
Ocean. I'm writing about cheering
only for the teams that are doing
well. I am ~ick and tired of seeing
people walking around wearing a
certain team's apparel only
because the colors look cool or the
team just won the Super Bowl.
Admit it, until a few years ago,
how many people did you see
prancing around campus wearing
a Dallas Cowboy or a Green Bay
Packl'r jacket or shirt? You didn't,

te~ms,
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because at that time they were
both terrible. Lo and behold, when
the teams both started winning,
everyone started wearing cheeseheads and Dallas suddenly became
"America's team."
This brings me to the latest fad
in pro footbal l, the Minnesota

oot trends

Vikings. Now you are beginning to
see a bunch of purple and white
and the football conversations I
have heard have been centered
around the Vikings.
I am writing this commentary
because I am a Viking fan and I am
upset over these events. I have
been a Viking fan through the good
times and the bad, so I feel like I
have the right to gripe.
I recently attended the Vikings'
final regular season game against
the Oilers in Nashville and was
shocked at what I saw. Here were
the Vikings playing 500 miles
away from home and almost the
entire stadium was filled with purple jerseys. You can't tell me that

all of these people from NashviJle
were closet Viking fans who couldn't wait to see their favorite team
finally come to town to play. J don't
think so. Even last year y~u
wouldn't have seen that.
I'm not trying to step on ahy
toes, but enough is enough. I know
this trend will continue until Ole
end of time, but I just had to vent
my frustrations on behalf of all'I of
the true fans out there. True fa~s.
I commend you on sticking with
your favorite teams. Wear thfir
colors with pride.
~

.
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Jason Pumphrey is a senior occupational safety and heath maJor
from Carmi, Ill.
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New year begins smoke-free for some Staff start year
eCost
with old plans
-statr
of Quitting

turkey," Lyle said. "The greatest success is those who cut
back gradually."
Lyle also said behavioral
modification is another way to
quit smoking. She said if a certain activity encourages smokBv LEEANN Wlttm
ing, then do something to avoid
STAFF WllrTEl
smoking during it. Many peoThe new year usually brings ple enjoy smoking after a meal.
about many resolutions to Lyle said to discourage the
break bad habits. Some stu- habit of smoking after eating,
dents have vowed to live 1999 to get up and do something
instead of lighting up.
smoke-free.
Lyle said some students who
"Many times college students
begin smoking because they are trying to quit smoking have
are around friends who smoke, physical dependence upon the
and they try it for the first nicotine in cigarettes. These
time," Judy Lyle, health educa- students
are
sometimes
tor, said. "Other times, they referred to a physician who
believe it is a coping mecha- may prescribe an aid to quit
nism for stress."
smoking such as "the patch."
Other attributed reasons for
Health Services offers many
starting smoking are peer pres- pamphlets that suggest differ sure, advertising images, inse- ent methods for quitting smokcurity, concern with weight, a ing. These publications offer
need to rebel and imitation of alternatives to smoking. They
family members.
are offered based upon the reaLyle said smoking among colson for smoking. There are five
lege students is on the rise
again. It had decreased for basic reasons for continuing to
many years, but in the past few smoke: receiving extra energy,
liking to touch and handle ciga~ears it has increased. She also
rettes,
finding smoking pleasaid more women a.r e smoking
surable,
relaxing through
.t~an in the past.
smoking
and
having a nicotine
Lyle recommends cutting
Substitute
activities
addiction.
down the amount of cigarettes
are
given
to
help
each
type of
slowly in order to quit smoking.
smoker
break
his
or
her
habit.
"Some people can quit cold

•Resolu tions: People both
young and old want to
start 1999 smoke-free and
are using over-the-counter
products to help them stop.

Hair Stuflio
·753-3688
Monday • Friday 8 a.m. · 6 p.m.
--~Saturday 9. a.m. • 5 p.m..,}->-"~

l'ZOll:IWMJ,~ l By-Pa~s
WaliC-Ins Welcome!

Congress: Recurring issues were the topic of
the Staff Congress meeting Wednesday.

Over the counter

BY CHRISTINE H AU
N EWS fDITOI

Nicoderm CO patches
7 patches
$28.05
2 weeks
$45.76
Nicotine Gum
96 p1eces of gum
Prescription
Inhaler

$44.92

Zyban tablets
1 month supply

$87.54

Brian HoweiVThe News

"The reason I'm trying to quit
is that it is so expensive," Julie
Means, sophomore from Hopkinsville, said. "It's a big part of
my budget."
Means said she quit "cold
turkey." She said quitting in
that way required a great deal
of willpower.
"It (quitting smoking) hasn't
been a big success," Means
said. "I've cheated a little."
Cathy Hartmann, junior
from Steelville, ill., said "I quit
for my new year's resolution,
but I've already started back."

"I want to quit because it's
very unhealthy,» Hartmann
said. "And, it's a gross habit."
Hartmann said she tried
quitting without any help from
nicotine replacement drugs.
"It's an addiction for me; it is
a habit," Hartmann said. "! got
back to school and felt I needed
a cigarette in my hands at different times."
Hartmann said nicotine substitutes would not have helped
her be more successful in her
attempt to stop smoking.
"I didn't feel I needed the
nicotine."

The Staff Congress entered the new year with old issues at
its monthly meet.i.Jm Wednesday.
Joyce Gordon, assistant vice president of human resources,
said she would not be retiring and addressed questions about
the newly established healthcare program.
"We anticipated small problems," she said. "There have been
many fewer though. We have been checking and double checking with pharmacies to make sure everything is in place:"
The issue of funding for the installation of sprinklers was
also addressed.
Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, said there
is no change in state funding.
"They can issue bonds to the University; but we will pay
them back,• he said. wrhat money of course will be from stuchmt fees. The Minger family has been working very hard lobbying for the state funding."
Robertson aaid the sprinklers will be put in the residential
eolleges starting this summer, but he said the job will be
phued in.
Some of the staff also bad concerns about starting the fall
semester on a Monday.
Margaret Simmons, athletic department representative,
aaid it would be helpful to delay the start of the fall semester
beCause it would give a chance for staff to prepare for tbe new
semester.
Robertson said the faculty had a need to start classes on
MOoday at 8 a.m. He said to make this easier on students an
opijqD would be to f!tart Great Beginnin~ on the Friday before
instead of Saturday as normal.
:

Jllltitlllaanl
Meeting at 4:30 p.rn. on

Thurlday Jan. ~ 1
3rd floor Curri1 Center
Tennea~ee Rm.

Come check out our new look at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD. lnc.i-Clearly the Best!
I

To s ubscribe to IDDNet calll-800455-16o8

Alpha Gamma ho
would like to congratulate
its new executive .council .
Noble Ruler· Kevin Clark
UNR Alumni Relations •Gary Butler
UNR Planning Jarrod Jackson
UNR Activities •Kent Green
UNR Recruitment· Brian Grogan
UNR Finance •Brian Watson
UNR Operations •Richie Ruehl
UNR Scholarship •Jacob Keown
UNR Membership Education •Matt Cla~on
'!

..

lfational Student Exchange
,

Use the National Student Exchange for a summer, semester,
quarter, or one whole year to supplement your education from
Murray State and receive Murray State University credit for the
classes you take somewhere else. The best part of the program
is that you pay Murray State tuition.
Sound too good to be true? Learn more about the National
Student Exchange by contacting Ross Meloan at Career Service at
762-3735 .
Now accepting applications for the Fall '99 and Spring
2000. Deadline March 5, 1999.

~----
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OnC'cnnjJus
Summer jobs available
for college students
Glacier National Park,
located in the northwest
corner of Montana, is
looking for students to fill
more than 900 summer
jobs in all segments of the
hotel and hospitality areas.
Jobs include a variety of
hotel positions, such as
front desk clerks, room
attendants, cooks, wait
persons and tour guides.
Employees are needed
this year from early June to
late September. The company is especially interested in students majoring in
hotel/restaurant, culinary
arts,
travel/tourism,
accounting, music and theatre.
For details on jobs and
salaries, phone Glacier
Park Inc. at (602) 2072620 or visit the company
website at www.gpihr.com.

Since it is Illegal to grow hemp In the United States, most of the jewelry, like shown,
featured at the Spider Trap has been Imported from places like Hungary and Canada.

urray

Martin Lut her King Jr.
tribute features choir
Kentucky Center for the
Arts celebrates the life and
contributions of Martin
luther King Jr. with Its presentation of the University
of louisville's Black Diamond Choir Anniversary/Reunion Concert on
Sunday, at 4 p.m. at St.
Stephen Baptist Church in
louisville.
The choir was organized
in 1969 and has participated in the National Black
Gospel Choir Festival,
African American Weekend Festivals and WAVE
TV's Step Awards program. Tickets are $7.50
and are available by phoning 584-7777. A limited
number of tickets are also
available at U of l's Office
of Minority Affairs.

Production of ' Bridge
to Terabithia' to be
presented
The play "Bridge to Terabithia" will be performed
on Saturday. Jan. 30, at 2
p.m. in the Bomhard Theater at the Kentucky Center for the Arts. It is presented by Stage One. The
play is recommended for
families with children ages
seven and up.
The musical is. about a
boy who runs from those
who love him and only his
neighbor can break the
spell and help the boy
begin to share his private
world. Together, they
escape into a fantasy kingdom and hide from reality.
Tickets for "Bridge to
Terabithia" are $12.90
each and are available by
phoning 584-7777. Nonschool groups can contact
Sandie Fulks at 562-0 I08.
For more information,
contact Stage One at 5895946.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.

welcomes
Michael WJrd/ The New~:
I

~hOmas Curtiss, owner of the Spider Trap,' c:h~c~. his supply of hemp 1
necklaces.
· !

Local store specializes in hemp products
BY TARA SHELBY
STAFF WRITER

People often associate hemp with
only one product - marijuana. Now a
new store in Murray is changing that
image by selling hemp jewelry.
The store, called The Spider Trap, is
owned by Thomas Curtiss. Many students may have seen Curtiss when he
had a booth at the Curris Center.
Because of popular demand, Curtiss
said he decided to leave his store in
New Orleans to open one in Murray to
make hemp jewelry available · to students year round.
Another reason he was eager to stB:rt
a business here is because he likes the
area.
"I like a town that is still a' town," he
said. "I just want people to know that
I'm really happy to be here and that I
love this town. It's got a lot of heart."
He decided to call it The Spider Trap
because he wanted a name that would

be easy for people to remember. He
said this way it will not become known
as "The Hippy Store."
The store opened Dec. 17 while
many MSU students were gone for
winter break, but C.urtiss said the
community has provided him with
plenty of customers.
"The local traffic has been very good
for us, so locally I think that we've
established a little bit of a foothold,"
Curtiss said.
Curtiss said the majority of his customers are high school and college students, but older people also come into
the store to buy things for their children.
The store currently sells items such
as hemp jewelry, tye-dyed shirts and
tapestries. Curtiss said in the future
he hopes to add other items that are
hard to find, including Tarot cards,
hemp soap and lava lamps.
The hemp products are bought from
Hungary and Canada where the crop

can be grown legally. The shirts are
dyed in New Orleans.
''In this part of Kentucky they (hemp
products) are hard to find," Curtiss
said.
Curtiss also expressed some concern
about some people's bias toward
hemp.
"People don't necessarily have to
believe what I believe, but I want them
to have an open enough mind to see
both sides of the issue," he said.
He explained what most people do
not realize is that hemp and marijuana cannot be grown together. He also
added that there is nothing sacrilegious about hemp, and that Bibles
were made from it in the 1800s.
"They want to believe what they
were taught years and years and years
ago although that may not be fact," he
said.
Curtiss also has future plans for the
store that he fears may be controversial. He wants to open a second room

in the back of the store as a tobacco
shop, open only to people over the age ,
of 18.
Also, Curtiss has devised a system to
make sure that underage students will
not sneak into the tobacco shop.
"I'm going to have all the schools in '
Paducah, all the schools in Mayfield,
all the way to Clarksville. rm going to
get the last three years of the school's
yearbook," Curtiss said...And when
you walk in here to buy something, I'm I
going to look at your ID and say what
high school did you go to. I'm going to
find your picture in the yearbook. If
your picture isn't in the yearbook con- ~
sistent with your age then I know :
something is wrong."
•
Curtiss added that he will use the :
same policy if he decides to add body :
piercing to the store.
:
Currently the focus of the store is on ;
jewelry and T-shirts. Curtiss also said
to look for discounts and coupons soon.

King's birthday inspires celebration events
BY STEVIE LOWERY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Martin Luther King Jr.'s
birthday is Monday, and while
many students and teachers will
be sleeping late because of the
"day off," others will celebrate
with more formal events.
Next week there will be a celebration in honor of King's
birthday. The celebration, called
"Living the Dream,'' has been
going on at Murray State for
many years, Renee Rowland,
director of African-American
Student Services, said.
Rowland said everyone should
try and participate in the events
because she believes King's
birthday is a reminder.
"I think that it )s very important, especially on a college cam-

pus, for students to be unified for us to continue the legacy that
and to look out for one another he left behind," Rowland said.
regardless of race, sexual orienThere will be a candlelight
tation or cultural background," march following the reception.
she said. "Since Dr. King's birthEvents will continue throughday is at the beginning of a new • out the week and will end on
year, it reminds us of this so we Friday with the Martin Luther
can make a conscious effort in King Academic Achievers'
Reception. The reception wlll
helping people dokso."f
The entire wee o events is
honor African-American fullbeing sponsored by the Africantime undergraduate Murray
American Student Services,
Campus Activities Board and State students and minority
AJpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. middle and high school honor
The events will begin at 3 p.m. roll students in the Murray and
Monday ·with keynote speaker Calloway County school sysAlvia Littleton, n Murray State terns.
Rowland said s he was
alumna who is an educator at
Lincoln Elementary School in extremely excited about this
reception because it will be the
Christian County.
"Mrs. Littleton will be talking first time minorily students
mainly about Dr. King's contri- from the local schools in the
bution and how it is important community have been invited.

--

Martin Luther King J
"Living the
Celebration, Ja
22, 1

Tuesday
•7 p.m. - Bible study by
Rev. Perry Kerney,
Room, third floor,
Brian Howell/ 7he News
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:·Article published after long delay
•'

' BY KRISTIN HILL

He len Ro ulsto n: The

: STAFf WRIHR

anociate professor of Englis
wasfeatured in the Summer
1998 edition of "Journal of
Popular Culture" with her
essay titled "Opera in Gang·
ster Movtes: From Capone to
Coopola." This is Roulston's
second published work.

·"•

There are people who enjoy attending
operas and then there are people that ftnd
• entertainment in watching gangster
' movies. Helen Roulston, associate profes1 sor of English, was successful in combining
those two interests in a recently published
article.
"Opera in Gangster Movies: From
Capone to Coppola," her article, was published in the Summer 1998 edition of the
"Journal of Popular Culture.'' She said
' b~cause of a delay in the publication it was
not released until November.
Although she has known about her article's acceptance for four years, it was not
until this past fall that the journal printed
! it. Roulston. who has been at Murray State
: since 1964, said this was not uncommon
: for a scholarly journal.
: . Despite the delay, she was "delighted"
: about the publication because her article
: "combines two of her interests." A history
; of cinema class she used to teach served as
t an inspiration, along with her love of these
two fields.
"Opera and other classical music is popular among movies," Roulston said. "The
reason behind the opera in gangster

.

movies is partially because Italians love
opera and it is part' of their culture."
One of her goals in getting published was
to get promoted to the position of professor,
which she feels she accomplished by being
an associate professor now. There is also
the possibility of a merit raise, which is
extra money in addition to base pay. Roulston has previously studied Italian and
annually attempts to see operas in New
York.
This is not the first time Roulston, who
received both her bachelor's and master's
degrees from University of Maryland, has
been published. In 1974, she co-authored
"The Winding Road to West Egg: The
Artistic Development of F. Scott Fitzgerald" with her husband, Robert Roulston.
This book discussed Fitzgerald's life up
until he wrote "The Great Gatsby.''
Her current project began with corre-

spondence with Antoney Richards, a literature scholar from London, England. She
is preparing to write an article on a similar
subject for his journal. She di.scovered him
through the Internet, which is a resource
that she uses frequently.
Roulston plans to continue to research
classical music, including opera, ·and
invest time and knowledge into the film
and literature class she instructs here. She
bas hopes of establishing an interdisciplinary cinema program on Murray. State's
campus.
"Students in the past have told me that
they erijoy my incorporation of film and
music with the lessons on literature," she
said.
Roulston finds a lot of benefits from
using videos in her literature appreciation
classes. Recently, she saw "Shakespeare in
Love," a current, mainstream movie
release and found it very helpful in learning about Sh akespeare as a person and a
writer.
If you would like more information concerning Roulston 's classes and film and
music interests, as well as the opportunity
to read some of her students' essays, visit
her website at
http://www.geocities.com/Atbens/5426.

Weelvlbe{fc/
Friday, Jan. 15
•Play opening - "Smoke and Mirrors" at Kenlake State Resort Park,
Meeting Room A, 7:30p.m. Admission is $10 per person. For reservations phone (502) 436-2399 .
•CLEP testing - Ordway Hall, Room 206, 8 a.m., phone (502) 7626851 for more information.

Saturday, Jan.16
•Jackpot roping and barrel racing - West Kentucky Exposition
Center, sponsored by Dale Fowler, phone (502) 965-2953.

Sunday, Jan. 17
•Bible study - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Sunday school -Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 10 a.m.

Monday, Jan. 18
•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 9 p.m.
•Holiday - Martin luther King Jr. holiday, classes are dismissed.

Tuesday, Jan. 19
•Red pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room. 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Nursing home ministry - Chi Alpha House, 6:15p.m.
VVednesda~Jan.20
•Worship - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha. Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
•Pre-business orientation - Training session for individuals interested in starting a business. Cost is $5. participants must preregister. Sponsored by the MSU Small Business Development Center.
Business Building, Room 254, 9 to 11 a.m. Phone 762-2856 for
more information.

Thursday, Jan. 21
•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha, Curris Center Sofa Lounge, 7:15a.m.
•Seminar - Cindy Owen of the Kentucky Department of Education
will be the guest speaker at an information session held as a part of
"Conversations on Excellence In Education 1999." Curris Center
Theater, registration required, 9:30 to 11 :30 a.m. Phone 762-3217
for more information.
•Seminar - An information session on keeping schools safe will be
held as a part of "Conversations on Excellence in Education 1999."
Curris Center Theater, 1 to 4 p.m. Phone 762·3217 for more information.

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!l!
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
753-011 3

orr

Any Ca!i!iet:t:e Tapet
Clarion
Your ~A-PINE

~~~

si!oo

orr

Any Compact: Dl•ct

~-

Cl1tna -House

~

'\i'F"Try"Welcome
Back MSU Stude n ts" tf)~~
our fresh buffet" --Includes 30 Items
* Buffet served 7 days a week
Discount with MSU Stude n t J.D.
•Carry-out available•
Hours:

~ 100/o

406 N. ·12th St.
Next to Pizza Hut
759-2348

• Catering
• Gift Certificates
• Banquet Room

Sunday-'111ur.;dny
11 a.m.-9:30 p .m.

Friday-Saturday
11 a.m .-10:30 p.m.

Expires 1-29
Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation

·coupon good towarda purcn- of regular priced met'chandlat only, not valid In cornblnellon with any other apeclel., cbeounta or olfera.

~~

~

~

Murray state university
career services
Summ e r Job Fair
Feb. 9, 1999 9 a.m-3 p.m.

.,,•"·..._

·~

..

:~~>~
I

,,.
,•

S p ring Ca ree r Fair
Feb. 10, 1999 1.0 a.m.-2 p.m.
T each er Ca r ee r D ay
April 23, 1999 9 a. m.-3 p. m.

Faculty, Staff
&

Students

• center Ballroom
curr1s
For further questions, please come by or call:
Career Services
210 Ordway Hall

762-3735

Make Plans To Attend

If you have not been contacted by the Recycling Center by March It
PLEASE CALL the Recycling line At 762-3 183

...

-- "'

..
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Fresh style moves
Difranco up charts
continues her unique style that
combines folk with the emotion
of punk. The characteristic
Kyle Shadoan
folk-like guitar playing is still
Ani Difranco- "Up Up Up Up evident on this album,
Up Up''
although there is a new eleIn a world full of make-up ment that has been incorporatcaked, bleached-blond, fake pop ed into her music. For the first
stars singing about their won- time, Julie Wolf has appeared
derful new boyfriend for that on one of Difranco's albums on
week, it sure is refreshing to the keyboards, accordion and
see someone doing something back-up vocals. She has joined
~er own unusual and unique
her other 1997 touring band
way. Ani Difranco, being a members, which are . Jason
strong feminist, has albums Mercer on bass and Andy
full of very emotional and polit- Stochansky on drums. This
ical songs. But that is not all album has taken on a different
they are about. She writes very feel than her past album
poetic lyrics about personal because it is more than just Ani
topics that are important to with an acoustic guitar (which
her.
isn't bad.)
On her 12th solo album "Up
Some of the most political
Up Up Up Up Up," Difranco songs are "'Tis of Thee," which
is about the war on drugs and
Top five CPs of the week
"Trickle Down," which is about
1. DMX - uFiesh of my Flesh''
Buffalo and the condition the
city is in. Then there are per2. WWF- ''The Music Vol Ill"
sonal songs like "Come Away
3. Black Crowes- "By Your
From It," "Everest" and "Angry
Side"
Anymore"
that are emotional
4. Everlast - "Whitey Ford
insights
into
her life. "Hat
Sings the Blues"
Shaped
Hat"
is
a 13-minute
5. Varsity Blues - Soundtrack
simple,
surreal
ditty
that was
and Keith Murray - Mit's a
cut
down
from
a
three
hour jam
Beautiful Thing"
session. "Up Up Up Up Up Up"
Top Country CD
and pretty much every album
Ricky Skaggs and Kentucky
she has released in the past has
Thunder - ~Bluegrass Rules"
a unique and interesting blend
Source: Terrapin Station
of songs just as this one.
and Sunset Boulevard Music
This album is rich with

Student writers
win cash awards

Musicl?et,:iett:

BY SUZANNAH STOLL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Difran co combines folk, punk and rock to create a style com·
p letely her own on her new album " Up Up Up Up Up Up."

insight and intense emotion is unusual for artists today. I
which fans have come to expect think it greatly strengthens her
from the 28-year-old Ani reputation and proves how
Difranco. She has created great her talent is. I think it is
tremendous success for herself safe to say that she ha..c; become
with her own record label, one of the most prevalent songRighteous Babe. She has com- writers, musicians and producplete artistic control over the ers in music today.
music, videos and packaging
11
that are released by her, which
Up Up Up Up Up Up" A-

The arduous hours three Murray State students put.into writing English research papers have paid off. Ellis Schell, Kim
Webb and Michael Pri~dy have all penned winning entries for
the premier of the 1998 English 102 Research Paper Contest.
Winners were awarded a small stipend in recognition of their
success. Schell received $25 for her first place win, Webb
received $20 for coming in second and Priddy received $15 for
being a third place winner.
..It feels very rewarding to be selected as one of the top three,"
Webb, sophomore from Pans, Tenn., said. "It makes all the hard
work worthwhile."
Each student wrote a source-based argumentative paper 8 to
10 pages in length. The pool of papers was then narrowed by
individual instructors from each section of English 102 offered
throughotlt the 1997-98 academic year. The Composition Committee, which includes a professor, an assistant professor, an
adjunct and a graduate assistant, selected the winning entries
by blind review, ensuring each student's name and instructor
remained anonymous.
"' am honored to receive this award and it was nice to have
my efforts recognized," Ellis, sophomore from Murray, said.
Priddy, sophomore from Paducah, sends his heartfelt thanks
to all the people involved in this project.
"I h·ave a great appreciation for my teachers and friends and
I am honored to receive this reward," Priddy said.
Research papers for the 1998-99 contest arc being collected by
English 102 instructors until the end of the 1999 summer term.
Inquisitive students can learn more about the contest rules or
about the composition program by calling the program director,
Gina Claywell, at 762-4729.
"The English department is proud to recognize the hard work
of our English 102 students," Claywell said. "It is the first year
for the contest and we thought it would provide an incentive for
students who write strong research papers."

Let's •••••••••••••

irouette as ions

specializing in danccweur und cuslom .sewing

114 S . 5th St.
Courtsquare, Murray
767-0579
S helia Bourland, o wner
Hours:
Monday - Friday 11a.m . to 6 p.m. •
Saturday 11 a .m. to 4 p.m.

EverYbodY!
Swins Dance

classes are
comins to
the YMCA!

GOOD
FROM JANUARY 15
• 22, 111119
---------------~

Contact
Brenda
McGarvey for
further
information

Low in calories and great in taste!
Choose any of Arby' s delicious Light
Sandwiches- Roast Beef Deluxe, Roast .
Chicken Deluxe, or Roast Turkey Deluxe.
Plus, add a Side Salad with low-calorie
dressing and a 20 oz. Diet Drink. All for
under 350 calories and for only $3.50.

753-0228

ZAX
ltlljm\~~~~ atft•r•]•)
C18Q3Atby'alnc.

M URRAY FAMI LY Y MCA
BRING THIS IN ALONG WITH YOUR
CURRENT STUDENT 10 II WORKOI.Il'
FOR 1 WEEKATTHEYFORFREE
NAME:

~--------------~~
• AOORESS:
lOCAL PHONE:

---------------1
~ t.wd J1r011g Ub.

·---- ----------
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ZAX

ZAX
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ZAX

fRitNDS OON'l

ZAX

lfr

fRifNOS ORIVf DRUNK

ZfiX

ZAX

Come in and see our new spring selections.

Arby' s

507 N. 12th St.

All orders within 10 vvorl<ing days .
------------- -

·llllllii tiiii ....

Monday- Friday
10 a.m. - 6:30p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Any Light
• ~Enjoy ft I
1 San dW IC
. h a S.Ide JO co&e
n con
• 11
...
I
'
-rhe
Cotl'cc lbwo:
I
II Salad and 20 oz.
\llmAiby·'~ I
! Diet Drink.
f'l 1
I

Best

lo

Jt.Outed .Freab Dally

i

·

Arhys·

INCORPORATED 759-4180

1

: $3 •50 Expire:=:.gg~
I

must present coupon

Ct:STOM SCREENPRINT & EMBROIDERY

I

··---~------------- ---,_)

--~~--------------------------------------·

ZfiX

ZfiX

•

ZEiX

Across from Sparks Hall.
ZfiX
ZfiX
ZfiX ~ ZfiX
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~en's

rowing team
~o conduct callout
; The Murray State men's
rowing team will hold an
informational meeting on
Monday at 9 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Curris Center.
Men who are interested
in competing in this sport
are encouraged to attend.
All participants of the
team must be enrolled at
Murray State. For more
information, contact Sara
Freudenburg at 762-2983.

..'

Jimes change fo r
~asketball games
' The Murray State Athleth:s office announced the
~imes for two upcoming
ta·dy Racers' basketball
pmes have been altered.
: 'f he Murray State-Austin
~~ay State women's game
~riginally scheduled for
Saturday, Jan. 23, at 5 p.m.
RSEC has been resched~led for 4:30 p.m.
The Murray State-Middle
tennessee State women's
f.lme on Saturday, Jan. 30,
tn Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
I ~
r'ill now be played at II :30
i.m. ·as opposed to the
original time of 5:30 p.m.

in

The streak lives for
the Racers
Murray State's 86-82
~uesday night victory over
Morehead
State increased
i
QivisiaD l's longest homecourt winning streak to
3.7, seven ahead of the second place Arkansas Razorbacks.
I

Sports briefs are compiled by
jason Yates, Sports Editor

:

·-

Spo rtLigbt

~arion Towns,

Monika Gadson
Marlon Towns and Monika Gadson have been chosen for the Racer Sportlight this week.
Towns, junior from
Memphis, Tenn., had 12
points and a career-high I0
rebounds
in Tuesday
night's 86-82 victory over
Morehead State. More
importantly, Towns limited
the Eagles top scorer Brad
Cleaver to four secondhalf points and forced a
wild. potential game-tying
shot to miss in the waning
seconds of the contest.
Gadson,
sophomore
from Birmingham, Ala.,
averaged 19 points and
nioe rebounds off the
I
bf!Tlch in the Lady Racers'
tWo OVC games this week
against Tennessee-Martin
anl:l
- Morehead State.

.
~

l

FastFact

Home run ball
whrth
. $3 million

The 70th home-run ball
•
hi~ by Mark McGwire sold
for $3.05 million at an auction Tuesday night. An
11
an.o nymous telephone bidd~r bought die prize.
~

~

.•

Source: "USA Today"
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Racers
•
surv1ve
challenge

Reese orchestrates another
Racer assault on OVC crown
B Y jASON YATES

Sroars Eorr01

BY JASON B ILLINGSLEY

"He is the team general, and
we know when we are on the
floor he calls the shots. If I had
to use one word to describe him
it would be warrior. Hurt or not
hurt you don't have to worry
about whether he is ready to
play."
These are the words Marlon
Towns chose to describe his
teammate and Murray State
point guard Aubrey Reese, who
has emphatically answered the
one question mark the Racers
had coming into this season.
With three returning starters
in the frontcourt and the highly-touted transfer Towns to
take the place of DeTeri Mayes,
the Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Year, at two
guard, point guard seemed to be
the only sore spot for a team
that finished 29-4 last year.
Reese took this general
assumption as a personal challenge.
"I worked really hard this
summer because I had a point
to prove," Reese, a 6-foot junior
from Auburn, Ala., said. "Lots
of people have had faith in me,
and this is what I have been
waiting for."
Reese has exploded onto the
scene after two years of relative
inactivity. He sat out the 199697 season to meet NCAA eligibility requirements, and last
season he averaged only 11.8
minutes a game backing up
OVC First Team selection Chad
Townsend. Teammate Isaac
Spencer said the wait has motivated Reese.
"You can tell he is hungry,"
Spencer said. "He is a tenacious
player that thrives on the big
games."
Reese admitted it was difficult not seeing much court time
the past two seasons, but he
said playing behind a player of
Townsend's caliber helped him
tremendously. "I learned a lot
watching (Townsend), and I
have put to use what I learned
to make me a better ball player," Reese said.
Minutes are one thing Reese
has had no problem obtaining
this year. He has averaged
almost 35 minutes a contest.
Reese was a true "iron man"
during his coming out party at
the Rainbow Classic in Hawaii
Dec. 27 to 30. After tallying
career highs in points and
rebounds, 23 and 10 respectively, on Dec. 29 against South-
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O.lnny Voweii/The News
Aubrey Reese, Junior guard from Auburn, Ala., drives In for a
'
basket during Saturday
night's clash with Tennessee-Martin.

western Louisiana, Reese came his team under control and
back the next night logging 44 making decisions.
minutes in an 80-76 overtime
"When the team needs a basloss to Florida State. Reese ket, I will make a basket,"
bested his day old career high Reese said. "When the team
in points with 29, including the needs me to make a pass, I will
last 11 Racer points in regula- make a pass."
The soft-spoken Reese is modtion to force the OT.
Racer Head Coach Tevester est when talking about his
Anderson attributes his point standing among some of the
guard's endurance to dedication more decorated point guards in
in the weight room.
the country, such as Kentucky's
"Reese is a really good weight Wayne Turner and Michigan
lifter," Anderson said. "Pound State's Mateen Cleaves.
for pound he is probably the
"I am a decent player," Reese
strongest member of our bas~ said with a slight grin. "I have
room for improvement."
ketball team."
Anderson was a little more
"When I am on the court, I
don't pay any attention to generous dispersing his praise
whether I play 20, 30 or 40 for Reese.
"He is not there yet, but he is
minutes," Reese said. "I know 1
am in pretty good shape, and I becoming one of the best point
want to help the team the best I guards in the nation," Anderson
can."
said.
Reese said he is the type of
Anderson went one step furperson that likes to accept the ther, paying Reese possibly the
challenge of being the leader on ultimate compliment.
the floor. He compares his role
"I don't know a point guard in
to that of a quarterback on the the nation that does more for
football field, with his biggest his team than Aubrey does for
responsibilities being keeping us."
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Brian Howell/The News

Source: MSU Athletics

Those who thought Tuesday night's Racer game against
Morehead State would be a repeat of their Dec. 3 contest
may have been surprised by the outcome.
The Murray State Racers held off the improved Morehead
State Eagles 86-82 in the last game of a four-game homestand at the Regional Special Events Center.
This game was also a homecoming for Eagle guard Brad
Cleaver, who played high school ball at Calloway County
High School. He wasn't able to play in the first contest
between the two teams, and he made a difference in this
game.
The Racers tried to get the crowd involved in the game
early, as Isaac Spencer and Duane Virgil each got dunks for
MSU's first four points. The scoring went back and forth for
the first minutes of the contest, with an 18-18 score midway
through the half.
The outside shooting attack of Cleaver and Jeremy Webb
led the Eagles to a 48-43 halftime lead. Cleaver led the
Eagles with 13 points and six assists in the half, while
Webb came off the bench in the first half to score 12 points
in only seven minutes. The Racers did not lead a single
time in the half.
Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson said Morehead
improved its offen~e since the December contest.
"They have improved their offepse and scoring ability
since we last met," Anderson said. "They got their missing
players back, and it showed. They set good screens and shot
the ball extremely well, making easy baskets in their offensive sets and transition."
In fact, the Eagles shot 66 percent from the field in the
first half, compared to the Racers' 47 percent.
The second half was a different story, with MSU finally
grabbing a one-point lead at the 16:38 mark of the second :
half. The big momentum shift was with 7:07left in the contest. The Racers called a timeout and seemed to tum up
their defensive intensity, as they held Morehead without a
point for the next five minutes, while the Racers scored 11,
of their own.
The Racers had a one-point lead with 34 seconds left, but
Duane Virgil only hit one of two free throws, keeping the
Eagles within striking distance.
Morehead held for the last shot, but Cleaver could not
draw a foul on Marlon Towns, whose second-half defense
was a big key in the Racers' victory. Towns hit two free
throws to clinch the four-point victory for the Racers.
Towns said he wasn't going to give up a foul on Cleaver's
last-second drive.
"I knew he was going to take the last shot either' on a
drive or a pull-up, but I didn't expect him to try to draw a
foul," Towns said. "When I saw him lean, I stood straight up
and held my ground and forced the ref to make a tough
judgment call, which he did in our favor."
Towns said after the game what he was discussing with
Cleaver during the last minutes of the game.
"I told him (Cleaver) if you want to take the challenge to
beat us at home, let's go, we're right here," Towns said.
Towns also said the homecourt winning streak is special
to the team.
"We're known as a little school, and we don't get the
respect we should from the polls. Having something like
this streak with our name on it is very special to all of us.
Towns had 12 points and four assists in the game, but led
the Racers in steals with five and rebounds with 10.
Spencer led the Racers in scoring with 25 points, with four
other Racers scoring in double figures. Cleaver led the
Eagles with 17 points, but had only four points in the second half.
Spencer said the fan noise was a big key for the Racers.
"The fans were really alive in this game," Spencer said.
"We really appreciated their support tonight."
The Racers played the only other undefeated Ohio Valley
Conference team, the Southeast Missouri Indians, on
Thursday night. For a story on that game, check the Murray State News Online at www.thenews.org today.

Jordan leaves impossible void to fill for NBA
The world of professional
basketball received a crushing
blow Wednesday when Michael
Jordan officially announced his
retirement from the game.
I am not surprised by Jordan's decision; in fact, I agree
completely with it.
He retires as the greatest
player in NBA history. He was
the scoring champion for both
the regular season and the
playoffs. Also, he was the Most
Valuable Player in the All-Star
game, regular season and post
season. He was also voted on
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the All-NBA first offensive and
defensive teams.
Not many other legendary
NBA stars have rclitcd at the
top. In fact, you have to go back

to Bill Russell to find one of the
true NBA greats who r.tired
aft£>r his team won the NBA
finals.
Jordan's other accomplishments are too numerous to list.
lt'R hard to believe he was
drafted third in the 1984 draft,
behind Hakeem Olajuwon and
Sam Bowie. isn't it?
Jordan is so much more than
the best basketball player ever,
though. He is invaluable lo lhe
economic status of several different corporations. Jordan
products have made $2.6 bit-

lion for Nike alone. He has the
most endorsement deals of any
sports figure, making $40.5
million a year from endorsements.
The question people are asking is, what does the NBA do
now?
Jordan has been the living
symbol of the NBA for the last
decade. Now that Jordan has
retired, no one seems to be able
to fill his shoes.
With the images of NBA
players as greedy, whiny,
spoiled brats, the NBA has an

empty-seat dilemma in its
future.
With no Jordan to rescue the
NBA, I believe it will take at
least four years for the NBA to
recover. That is the same
amount of time it took baseball
to recover after the 1994 strike.
One thing is for sure. As far
as basketball players go, Jordan is the best there is, the
best there was and the best
there ever will be.
Jason Billingsley is the a.<rsis·
tant sports editor for "The Murray State News"
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Lady Racers beat Morehead Track team
BY

Bates made five of six free
throws in the final two minutes
to seal the victory.•
The Lady Racers held a 51-36
edge on the boards, including
20 offensive rebounds.
:\ISU was led in scoring by
Bobbi Coltharp, who had 17
second half.points and a total of
23. The Ohio Valley Conference's leading rebounder,
Danelle Watts, contributed
nine points and 16 rebounds
despite early foul trouble.
Fields
was
especially
impressed by the performance
of his bench. Freshman Tierney
Pugh grabbed eight rebounds
in only 12 minutes of play and
senior Farrah Beach provided
pesky defense during crucial
moments late in the second
half. Monika Gadson provided
a spark with 14 points and
seven
rebounds.
Gadson,
sophomore from Birmingham,
Ala., said she does what she
can lo help the team.
"I try to do what I need to do
to help this team win," she
said. "If the team needs a
spark, then that is what I will
try to give them."
Fields said the first win on '
the homecourt was nice, but it
didn't place any extra pressure
on his squad.
"A victory on the road is just
as good as a victory at home,"
he said. "Wins give you confidence."
Gadson said it is a good feeling to win at home.
"This is our house, and we

jASON YATES

SPORTS EDITOR

After losing their first four
games in the new Regional
Special Events Center, the
Murray State Lady Racers
finally made themselves at
home Tuesday night, upending
the Morehead State Lady
Eagles 74-69.
The Lady Racers (3-11, 2-4
OVC) were victorious despite
shooting a dreadful 10 of 38
from the floor in the first half.
Lady Racer Head Coach Eddie
Fields said he was happy to
only be trailing 33-23 at halftime.
.
;<We were lucky we weren't
down by more shooting, 26 percent in the first haJf," Fields
said. "We had wide open shots
that just would not go in. We
played well, and I told the players we would not shoot that bad
again in the second half."
Fields' prediction was on the
money as MSU used 15 of 29
shooting in the second half to
erase the Lady Eagles' lead.
Eniko Verebes drilled a
three-pointer witn 6:10 remaining in the game for the Lady
Racers, which gave them a 6260 lead, a lead they would not
relinquish. MSU ended an 8-0
run less than two minutes later
when Verebes picked off an
errant Morehead pass and
found junior guard Heather
Bates upcourt for an unco11tested layup which pushed the
score.to 67-60.

•
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prepares for
indoor season:
·!

BY CHRIS

COMPTON

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The men's and women's track teams will compete in a meet
at Southern lllinois University at Carbondale, Ill., Saturday.
The teams are looking for improvement on last year's
results, as the men finished in fourth place and the women I'
flnished in fifth place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Head Coach Bob Doty has high expectations for the upcoming season.
:•
"We have good talent and s hould have enough talent to
make it to NCAA post-season competition," Doty said. "Both
the men's and women's teams a re dedicated and are a lot
stronger than past teams."
There are 55 total athletes on the roster. The men's athlet;.'
ic scholarships have all been awarded and there are one and
a half athletic scholarships left for the women's team.
The teams will have tough competition on their schedules.
"Our overall toughest competition will be when we travel to
Alabama for a meet," Doty said.
·
Assistant coach Gordon Sanders said Eastern Illinois has
been the dominant track and field squad since entering the
Ohio Valley Conference three years ago.
·
"They are very competitive, and they are the largest, deepest team," Sanders said.
Sanders said the Murray State teams have different attributes.
,..
"We have a deeper squad in the men's team, and the women's team is a younger squad," he said.
,.·
Certain athletes excel for Murray State and this makes
them competitive.
"We have a lot of great athletes on this team," Sanders said.
"Both teams have some great athletes."
''
,

1

Danny Voweii/The New~

Heather Bates, junior from Connersville, Ind., drives on a More·
head player in the Lady Racers' 74-69 victory Tuesday night.
want to treat it like it is our a 4:45 p.m. ave showdown
house," s he said. "This win with the Lady Panthers of
gives us confidence to go on the Eastern lllinois. The Lady Raeroad to get wins."
ers' next home game will be
The Lady Racers will travel Saturday, Jun. 23, against
to Charleston, ill., Saturday for Austin Peay State.
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Clues ACROSS
1. Religious orders

4. Singe
H. Exclamarion that
denote3 disgust
10. Fungi ~pores
11 . .SL"curities market
12. HoL dish

20 Celery (Spanish)
22. Verse form

23. Sound unit
24. Origin, fig.
25. Draw
Clues DOWN
1. Exu·emdy sof£

13. Pertaining to a

chamber
l ~i.

Op~ned

Baby

15. ::lloppered hottJe

st.·ttee
2. Assisted a golfer
3. Handbook on

long-cared do~s
5. An imperturbable .
donkey
6. N. American
snake
7. Crippled ghost, •,
var.
9. Arab garinent, var.
16. Competently
• ·,
17. CEO's
19. Antelope
21. Cicatrix
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AUGUST MOON
IT'S • AT FIRST BITE!

FABULOUS

ALL U CAN EA 1'
LUNCI-IEON & DINN ER
BUFFE'TS
A WAIT YOU, 'fODA Y !

10°/o off
with
MSUID

759-4653

Olympic
Plaza

Credit Cards & Checks Accepted.
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TICKETS
Continued from Page 1

seen Matthews perfonn with
his band in Lexington and
Cincinnati, but "never had
seats as good as this." Her seats
are in the center of the front
row.
Lovett Auditorium seats
2,300 people and Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of student
activities for the SGA, said she
hopes to sell out, even though
there were still tickets remaining for public purchase following the ticket lottery.
The reason that a lottery was
the method of ticket sales was
because that is how Matthews'
concerts usually run.
"They always run their conLaura Deaton/The News
certs on the same guidelines,"
Fans
gather
In
the
Currls
Center
awaltin1
their
chance
to
purchase
concert
tickets.
Morgan said. "It is all part of
the contract agreemell.t we smoothly.
Frankfort, said.
tery, including Levering, who
have."
·
"I think that Dave would be
The CAB efforts were has seen Matthews in concert
Morgan said the lottery was impressed with the turnout," applauded by many students five times.
successful and went very Cooper Levering, junior from · participating in the ticket lot"I think that Kevin (Lowe) did

RSEC

must also accompany the
wheelchair seats.
'Concinued from Page 1
"The survey found no fixed
seating since there
companion
8,500-seat facility must be
was
no
wheelchair
seating,"
wheelchair seating, according
the
report
stated.
to ADA guidelines, which
The study also found the
means approximately 86 seats
bleachers
on the lower level
should be wheelchair accessiare
not
accessible
because
ble. Fixed companion seating

there is not a ramp to access
th e seating area and the seats
have fu:ed armrests.
The Americans Wit h D isabilities Act •specifies at least
one percent of the fixed seats
in all seating locations be aisle
seats with no armrest, or a
removable or folding armrest ,"

S:z~el.1uut,

:

CD • Cassette ~ :
Poster • T-Sbirt ~ :

IL Sbigles.Maxtel & Sale Items Not lneluded

:

-------~------lixe_i!.e!·J-)2.-2?__ ...

~~~~
~~.

Outstanding pay wtth bonus opport\Jilltles, great training. benefits that start on day
one Including dental and medlc:al. You won't belie'lle what's new at Red Lob5ter.
We've Improved ICI'OSI the bolrd and guestS are really responding. We recently
recorded our highest comparable sales gain In CNer ltne years. And last yeN. we
promolled CNer 100 ~ to General Mana8er· This year. It could be your turn.

CULINARY MANAGERS
SE.RVICE MANAC.US
BlVE.RAGl/HOSPITALITY MANAGERS
Local Positions Aval&Uie
Please forward your resume to1 l.ed Lobster lmplo,_w. Dept. IU.CJN",
PO lox 59»30, OIIMido, n Jl859~:UJO. fUI 188/131 · 4156. (Resume must
be In scannable. plain-font format and Include Dept. code for consideration).
We are an equal opportunity employer.

~'~c~s\"

& jliAII~A~lAII CMlSlll~

;4ll tjtJu Ca11 ~at 'BM66~t

I

OFFANY

-fllfiiAII

~AI. ill & ~ll~ tJifi

r N ew and Used Selection s
----~~~--------~

$1.00

said.
It was not only CAB's efforts,
but also the attraction that
Matthews' promotional people
had to Lovett Auditorium that
helped land the concert on Murray State's campus.
Morgan said the promoters of
the concert thought Lovett
Auditorium was beautiful and
had good sound, which was particularly important since this is
an acoustic show.
"It is exciting," Morgan said.
"I am honored they selected us
and Murray State as a whole to
work with. It gives me cold
chills to look at the Dave
Matthews website and see Murray State on it."
There will be some remaining
tickets held to be sold the day of
the concert for those who did
not get tickets, but are still
interested. They will be $30.
The doors will open at 6:30 p.m.
and the concert will begin at
7:30p.m.

CAl•• ~•66•1

753-8926

I

a very good job," h e said. "Murray is a perfe'ct place since Dave
is touring small schools right
now."
Although many students
seemed pleased, Jennifer Handel, sophomore from Marion,
Ill., had a past experience to
base her opihion on. When she
attended a concert at the University of Illinois, she was part
of an online lottery.
"We put our social security
number on the website and they
gave us a lottery number," she
said. "Then after a number was
selected, we were told what
time and date to be there to buy
our ticket. It just would be easier than having all these people
in the game room."
Michael Boone, senior from
Paris, Tenn., thinks this is one
of the biggest events Murray
State has taken part in.
"''m impressed with the concert chair and that he got such
a big name to Murray State," he

.--------------------------,

920 S. 1 2 th St.
A ir S hopp ing Ce nt e r

I
l

january 15, 1999

pounds of pull for doors.
the report stated.
ties access to the sidewalk.
VVhen the Center surveyed
Parking was also a concern,
• Handles on the bathroom
as the study only identified RSEC, it noted the building stalls are small and difficult to
two de~ignated accessible was under construction, but open with a closed fist.
• The paper towel dispenser
parking spaces in the lot clos- the following barriers had yet
est to RSEC. The next parking to be in place:
measured 62 inches from the
area is directly behind Roy
• The lower level interior ground to the hignest height.
Stewart Stadium and does not doors had 15 pounds of pull. The ADA requires dispensers
give individuals with disabili- The ADA requires three to five to be no higher than 48 inches.

IN STATION

---

The Hurray State News

11 a. m. -8:30p.m. Daily Buffet
Food Bar, Salad Bar & Desert Bar
"15% off with Coupon" (per person)

"10% offwith MSU LD."
600 N. 12th St. (Next to Taco John 's)
753--8916
Monday- Thursday 10:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday- Saturday 10:30 a.m. -10:30 p.m.
Sunday 10:30 a.m. -9:30p.m.
Expires March l

L--------------------------~
Fight the cold and curl up with a
copy of

o~et\~,

Tile Murrag state Hewsr

________ l

:--------~:3-Ciff

: any used purchase of $20 or more :
:

(not valid with any otheroffer)

:

: Starting as low as $2.99 :
:
Buy, Sell & Trade
:
I

Exp. 2-1-99

I
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The Murray State News
would like to welcome
everyone back!

~~~~

131(3 APJJLt CAff
Most Major Brands

•Brake Service
•Transmission Service
-cooling System Flush

Locally Owned
& Operated
507 s. 12th

(11ext to Log Cabin
Restaurant}

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - II p.m.
..---.-..-~~.~B~a__r flours: 11 a.m. - Midnig~.h~t~~~-

.....................••:•.
Clarence Dobbins •R eview • Jan. 18
Monkey Finger • Jan. 23

I

"''he Faculty"

LOCATED ON 641 S.

(R)

12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
So no minors after 9:30 .m.

Mtrtillta s-nt.y & Su"tiiiJ' Only/
Monh~Titunloy Nitltts

St11tlats poy Olf/y SJ wilft MSU lD.

c e Racers co
Eascern Illinois
O'l~W

saturday, jan. 16 ·
at
7:05p.m.

(
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